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Abstract

The disintegration of the Soviet Union and the emergence of the newly independent
states in Central Asia are among the most important historical events of the 20th century. As one
of these newly independent and sovereign state, Kyrgyzstan found itself in the sphere of the
geopolitical rivalry among the Great Powers, such as the U.S., Russia, and China. Even though a
relatively small and militarily weak state, Kyrgyzstan came to play an important role in their
Eurasian agenda. In this thesis, I examine in detail the international relations of Kyrgyzstan with
all its neighboring states, but focus extensively on Russia. I analyze the relation between
Kyrgyzstan and Russia in the framework of the ideology of Eurasianism. As a counterpoint to
the Russian influence, I also chronicle the relations between Kyrgyzstan and the U.S. and the
mechanisms of the "soft power" used by the latter. I consult the relevant academic literature in
both English and Russian language in order to be able to present a more complete picture. My
hope is that this thesis will deepen the understanding of the geopolitical dynamics in Central
Asia and provoke more interest for this region of the world.
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1
Introduction

The research question in this thesis deals with the international relations of Kyrgyzstan. It
focuses extensively on the foreign policies of the Great Powers in the region known as Eurasia,
which includes the ex-Soviet republics, with the special attention on the Russia-Kyrgyzstan and
the U.S.-Kyrgyzstan relations. I also approach this issue by examining the ideological framework
of Eurasianism, which is, at this time, dominant in the Russian foreign policy circles. In
connection to this, I briefly discuss the history of the Eurasian Movement and find its
contemporary echoes in the current integrative processes in Central Asia, such as the Eurasian
Economic Union, the Collective Security Treaty Organization, and the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization. In addition, I chronicle the Kyrgyz involvement in these trans-national
organizations grounded in the Eurasianist ideas.
The Chapter 1 of the thesis presents the general information about Kyrgyzstan as a
country. The history of the Kyrgyz people and their emergence during ancient times is discussed
as well as the current economic and demographic realities. The historical periods of the Russian
Empire and the Soviet rule are covered in detail because they have left the most impact on the
contemporary Kyrgyzstan. I also present political developments and important personalities in
the Kyrgyz history since the independence in 1991. I focus on the rule of the first president
Askar Akaev and his fall from power. Then I cover the presidency of his successor Kurmanbek
Bakiev which was followed by the bloody revolution. Lastly, I discuss the current presidency of
Almazbek Atambaev and his domestic and foreign policy agenda.
The Chapter 2 of the thesis focuses on the Russia-Kyrgyzstan relations in the framework
of Eurasianism. I briefly present the history of the Eurasian movement and its contemporary
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incarnation. I discuss the ways in which Eurasianism shapes the current Russian foreign policy. I
present the general information on the Russia-Kyrgyzstan bilateral relations, focusing on the
Russian military aid and its base in Kyrgyzstan and the Russian financial assistance. I also
discuss the integrative processes going on under the framework of the Eurasian Economic Union,
of which Russia is the main driving force.
In the Chapter 3 of the thesis, I discuss the U.S. role in Central Asia and its relations with
Kyrgyzstan on the bilateral level. I focus on the history of relations between the two countries
starting in 1991, when Kyrgyzstan became independent, and when the U.S. was one of the first
countries that recognized the Kyrgyz independence. The hundreds of millions of dollars in
financial aid that the U.S. provided to Kyrgyzstan thus far demonstrate the extent of the U.S.
desire to influence the country's internal political developments. The role of the US military base
in Kyrgyzstan and its subsequent fate are also discussed as well as the diplomatic visits of the
U.S. officials to Kyrgystan. In addition, I examine the use of the U.S. soft power via the
American University in Bishkek as a way to influence the hearts and minds of the Kyrgyz
citizens. Lastly, I write about the recent worsening of the U.S.-Kyrgyzstan relations linked to the
case of the imprisoned Uzbek activist Azimjan Askarov.
In the Chapter 4 of the thesis, I discuss the relations between Kyrgyzstan and other
significant geopolitical and geo-economic actors in the region, such as China, Turkey, Iran, and
the EU. A particular attention is paid to China, because China is rapidly becoming the world's
strongest economic powerhouse and the economic links between China and Kyrgyzstan are
discussed. The role of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization in the region is also examined as
well as its potential function to counter the influence of the U.S-dominated North Atlantic Treaty
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Organization (NATO) in Central Asia. Moreover, I characterize China as a possible political and
economic counter-weight to both the U.S. and Russian agendas in the region.
In addition, I discuss the role of Iran and its cooperation with Kazakhstan and
Turkmenistan, the oil and gas rich countries around the Caspian sea. The influence of Iran as
wide-spread in Kyrgyzstan as in other former Soviet Central Asian republics. On the other hand,
a long-time rival of Iran, Turkey is very active in Kyrgyzstan. Turkey provided extensive
military aid to Kyrgyzstan over the years and also invested in its economic developments.
However, since the attempted coup in Turkey in July 2016, there has been a cooling of relations
in connection with the fate of the Fethullah Gullen schools in Kyrgyzstan, which Kyrgyzstan
refuses to close down and Turkey considers the breeding ground of terrorism.
In the last section of the Chapter 4, I discussed the bilateral ties between European Union
and Kyrgyzstan which have both an economic and social component. The EU programs in
Kyrgyzstan are generally directed to the promotion of human rights and the rule of law. The EU
does not have as strong geostrategic interest in Kyrgyzstan and Central Asia as the U.S., Russia,
and China.
The last chapter of the thesis, the Chapter 5, I discuss the future prospects and potentials
of Eurasian integrations, especially as this reflects on the Russia-Kyrgyzstan relations. I argue
that the Eurasian Economic Union (EEU) will most likely grow tremendously in the coming
period by accepting new member states. It is set on the path of becoming the most powerful
economic bloc in the world. The Russia-Kyrgyzstan relations are also bound to strengthen. The
military cooperation will be raised on a higher level via the Collective Security Treaty
Organization. In addition, I also speculate on the future trajectory of the U.S-Kyrgyzstan’s
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relations. At this time, they are at a rather low point but there are some indications that there may
be some improvements in the future. That will greatly depend on the policies that the new U.S.
presidential administration will pursue vis-à-vis Russia. If the general U.S.-Russia relations
improve, the U.S.-Kyrgyzstan relations will get better, too.
On a personal note, as somebody who was born and grew up in Kyrgyzstan and is very
much aware of the local conditions, I would like to say that the ideology of Eurasianism is very
strongly grounded in the Kyrgyz society. This makes it very difficult for the U.S. to fulfill any
mid to long-term geopolitical goals having to do with establishing its dominance in Central Asia.
In this sense, the geopolitical agenda drawn up in Brzezinski's The Great Chessboard has proven
to be unrealistic. I hope that this thesis contributes to a better understanding of the political
forces operating in Kyrgyzstan and Central Asia in general and enables the articulation of a more
appropriate and prudent U.S. foreign policy aims.
Chapter 1
Kyrgyzstan

Kyrgyzstan is a landlocked and mostly mountainous country located in the heart of
Central Asia. The population of the country is over five million people, predominantly of Kyrgyz
people. The other ethnicities include: Russians, Uzbeks, Ukrainians, Germans, and Uyghurs. All
together, Kyrgyzstan is a home to about 70 ethnic groups. The capital and the largest city is
called Bishkek, while the second biggest city is Osh.
Kyrgyzstan is made up of six administrative regions: Talas, Chuy, Issik-Kul, Naryn,
Jalalabad, and Osh. The north-west of the country borders Kazakhstan and includes the Talas and
Chuy regions with developed agriculture. Talas is also the home of the legendary epic hero
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Manas whose adventures are studied and admired by Kyrgyz students and people in general. The
city of Bishkek, which, in addition to being the country's capital, also serves as the capital of the
Chuy region is the main economic center and the place where a great deal of Soviet architecture
can be seen.

The Issyk Kul region is located to the east side of the Chuy region and is considered to be
the country’s primary tourist zone. The main attraction of this region is the Lake Issyk Kul,
which is 170km long, where people from all over the former Soviet Union and other parts of the
world come for vacation and mountain tourism. The capital of the region is Karakol, the city
famous for its apple groves and poplar trees.
At the center of the country lies the Naryn region, the home of Turdakun Usubaliev, who
was the leader of the Communist party in Kyrgyzstan from the 1960s to the 1980s. The Naryn
region is heavily mountainous and populated by the ethnic Kyrgyz people. This is the place
where one can get the sense of the "Kyrgyz spirit" and see the aspects of a real nomadic culture.
In addition, it represents a fertile area for agriculture. It also borders China, considered to be one
of Kyrgyzstan’s most important economic and strategic partners, as I will show in my thesis,
especially in Chapter 5.
These four regions - Talas, Chuy, Issik-Kul, and Naryn - have tended to dominate the
political life of Kyrgyzstan. This was also the case during the Soviet days as the most important
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Communist functionaries came from there. In the less economically developed and less
politically powerful southern regions of Kyrgyzstan, Osh and Jalalabad , the presence of Islam is
much more visible than in the country’s other regions. These regions are also a home for the
large Uzbek population, which has had a history of violent confrontations with the Kyrgyz.
(Anderson 1999, 11-13).
Basics of Kyrgyz History

With regard to the Kyrgyz identity and its ethno-genesis, there is still a lot of speculation
and debate going on today. The accounts of the ancient and medieval history of Kyrgyz people
should be approached with caution, since the question of the origin of the Kyrgyz is among the
most complex and controversial aspects of the ethnic history of Central Asian nations. Some
scholars claim that the Kyrgyz state already emerged during the third millennium BC, while
others argue that it is impossible to date the Kyrgyz appearance on the territory of today's
Kyrgyzstan until the tenth century AD. In spite of such controversies, the fact of the migration of
a Turkic tribe from Yenisey in Siberia to the Tien Shan Mountains around the tenth century AD
is not in doubt. This tribe has been identified as being very much related to the present Kyrgyz
identity. Therefore it is very likely that modern Kyrgyz people represent that tribe's descendants
mixed with the Mongols who conquered the region several times during the Middle Ages.
Genghis Khan and the empire of his successors controlled this territory in Central Asia
from the 13th to the 15th century, when the autonomous Kyrgyz Khanate was established. At that
time, the Kyrgyz developed a Turkic dialect and some form of self-identification and ethnic
awareness with links to this territory. The family and tribe became the basis of social
organization within the community.
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The Jungarian Oirots, another Mongol group took control over the Kyrgyz territory in the
17th century until the invasion and overthrow by the Chinese Manchus in 1758. The Chinese
control and influence remained dominant until the rise in the power of the Kokand Khanate
during the 1830s. Around this time, Islam also became a powerful force within the Kyrgyz
territory and shaped the modern Kyrgyz culture.
The next chapter of the Kyrgyz people’s history was associated with Russia. The
expansion of the political and military domination of the Russian Empire in Central Asia led to
the Kyrgyz oath of allegiance and obedience to the Tsar in the mid-19th century. In 1862,
Kyrgyz soldiers fought alongside the Russian troops to capture a Pishpek fort, which is now the
site of capital Bishkek. In 1876, the Kokand Khanate was formally abolished and all Kyrgyz
tribes were submitted to Russian rule.
The process of modernization under the Russian Empire, which was later continued by
the Soviets, changed the Kyrgyz lifestyle forever. Until the 1800s, the Kyrgyz way of life had
been unchanged for centuries. They were still a nomadic people with different clans and groups.
The Russian Empire had a greater impact on Kyrgyz people than any of the earlier rulers. The
introduction of private ownership and settled farming slowly but surely brought about the end of
traditional habits and social mores. Also, from the 1860s on, Russians and Ukrainians began to
settle in the region. They taught the Kyrgyz new methods of farming and new crafts and ways of
doing business. The process of cultural assimilation was taking place with Russians and
Ukrainians becoming the dominant groups in the urban centers of Kyrgyzstan.
In 1916, after a mass rebellion against the mobilization of troops for the First World War,
one third of the Kyrgyz population was forced to flee to China. In 1917, the Bolsheviks seized
power in St. Petersburg and Moscow. The radical Bolshevik project for the Russian Empire,
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which involved a significant reconstruction of society, began to take shape. That was
exceptionally challenging to do in Central Asia, where the local conditions required a massive
investment in industrialization and education.
The Bolshevik plan was to make radical political, economic, and social changes in order
to reshape the life and identity of the people and create new kind of self and collective
consciousness. That was what the so-called Soviet Identity was supposed to mean. The ultimate
goal was to create a wholly new identity, with the utopian vision of New Soviet Man. This is
process was very slow and painful in Central Asia, where "sovietization" became increasingly
identified with russification as Russia tried to impose the language, society, culture, industry, and
glory of Russian people on all others. The Kyrgyz more or less openly resisted these efforts.
However, the continuous pressure of the Soviet government, the compulsory teaching of Russian
language in Kyrgyz schools under Stalin, and the extensive russification projects under
Khrushchev achieved some success. For instance, today Kyrgyzstan uses the Russian language
as its official language and Russian also widely spoken by the population.
In the post-Khrushchev period, a greater identification with the Kyrgyz identity became
possible. The policy of korenizatsiia (indigenization) encouraged the ethnic Kyrgyz to hold
senior positions at the level of the (Soviet) republic and allowed them to have access to political
power and decision-making. Under Brezhnev, local party leaders were allowed considerable
autonomy within Kyrgyzstan. Mass education, national language, and traditional customs were
now all supported at the republic's level as a form of native self-expression. This enabled the
Kyrgyz to rescue and enrich their ethnic traditions as the Soviet Union began to break apart.
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Independent Kyrgyzstan

In December 1990, the Kirghiz Soviet Republic became the Republic of Kyrgyzstan.
Two years later, the name was changed again to the Kyrgyz Republic, which was the nationalistinfluenced move to reflect the idea of national statehood. In accordance with that, the Supreme
Council [the Parliament] was renamed to Jogorku Kenesh. The former Russian names of towns
were changed. For instance, Karakol, instead of Przhevalsk, and Balykchy, instead of Rybache.
The most prominent change was in the name of the capital city: Frunze became Bishkek in 1991.
In Bishkek, Jalalabad, and Osh, major streets have been renamed, and Soviet names such as
Komsomol, Lenin, October, and Engels have been replaced, although in many places one can
still find the Soviet-associated names and symbols.
It is important to mention that these changes have been implemented less consistently
than any other former republics of the Soviet Union, which reflects the fact that the Kyrgyz
perception about the Soviet legacy is not altogether negative. Some of the highest mountains in
Kyrgyzstan are still called the Lenin peak and the Victory peak, while the statues of Lenin,
Frunze and Dzerzhinsky can be found in Bishkek and other cities. The Soviet history museums
still operate within the country and have exhibitions on Stalin, for instance.
After gaining independence, Kyrgyzstan was required to design its own national flag and
there was a controversy when Kyrgyz designers picked the red color, which was associated with
socialism. The controversy died down when the government declared that red was also the color
of Manas, the legendary hero of the Kyrgyz people. (Everet Heath 2003, 107-116).
Throughout its history, Kyrgyzstan had several powerful leaders who were able to lead
the Kyrgyz people in times of social and economic upheaval. The first president of the
independent Kyrgyzstan was Askar Akayev who ruled the country with the so-called strong
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hand. Under the rule of Akayev, Kyrgyzstan retained a confederative relationship with the
former Soviet republics by joining the CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States).
In 1995, the presidential elections took place and Akayev was re-elected for another term.
Later that year, a constitutional referendum on the issue of increasing presidential power was
organized. It passed but there was a lot of discontent within the general population.
On October 29, 2000, Akayev was re-elected again with over 70 percent of votes. In the
years that followed, Kyrgyzstan was rocked by permanent political turmoil, which continued
until the end of his presidency. The key issues centered around the repression of the opposition
leaders and journalists critical of Akayev on several key issues. These issues included corruption
and abuse of power, the transfer of borderlands to the People’s Republic of China, and poor
negotiation results in the treaties on border issues with Uzbekistan and Tajikistan.
The unrest spilt into the open in 2002 when the opposition leader Azimbek Beknazarov
was arrested. This led to many protests among his supporters. In one violent encounter with the
police, in the city of Toktogul, five people were killed. The situation in the country turned even
more deadly in December 2002, when a bomb exploded in the market in the capital city of
Bishkek killing seven people. This led to a dangerous and unpredictable political crisis, the first
ever in the history of independent Kyrgyzstan.
The autocratic leadership by President Akayev came to an end in 2005, when massive
uprisings and riots made him leave the presidential post. These events later came to be known as
the Tulip revolution. It can be objectively stated that during his presidency, the country became
mired in corruption and that the Akayev family and their business dealings played a large role in
it.
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In July 2005, Kurmanbek Bakiev won the presidential election and became the new
president of the country. In his inaugural speech, Bakiev declared that his main goal was to fight
corruption and organized crime and improve the living condition of those living in poverty who
made up 40 percent of the population. In terms of his foreign policy, Bakiev immediately
challenged the presence of the US military base in the country, which, as I will explain in detail
in Chapter 3, was operating there since 2001.
In the next several years, political situation in the country started to deteriorate again
when the president Bakiev proved unwilling to cooperate with several key political figures,
including Roza Otunbayeva who was one of the leaders of the movement which overthrew
Akayev. In addition, Azimbek Beknazarov, who was also the key figure in the Tulip revolution,
was fired from the position of the prosecutor general. This proved that Kyrgyz politics, even
after the fall of Akayev, was prone to factionalism and non-democratic dispute resolution.
Corruption still ran rampant in the government institutions as if Akayev had never left.
To add insult to injury, the president Bakiev’s son Maxim Bakiev was granted the control of the
country's most promising economic resources and, as a result, established a powerful shadowy
political influence over everything. In the following years, a number of public figures and
politicians who questioned the rule of Bakiev were murdered.
As I will show in Chapter 3, in 2009, Kyrgyzstan made an agreement with the U.S. to
permit further use of the Manas military base and allow the transport of military equipment and
troops through the country to Afghanistan. The U.S. reportedly agreed to pay three times more
than before.
It is worth pointing out that just a couple months earlier, Bakiev ordered the eviction of
the base from the country, due to insufficient payments. The new deal, however, allowed the
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U.S. military to stay in Kyrgizstan. There have been some speculations that Russia was behind
the initial decision by Bakiev with the aim of diminishing the U.S. military presence in the
region.
In general, however, the Kyrgyz people were not satisfied with Bakiev and his presidency
came to an end in April 2010, when massive uprising took place simultaneously across the
country, which forced Bakiev to seek refuge in Belarus. (Kyrgyzstan country review, 2016)
The new presidential election were held on October 30, 2011, and Almazbek Atambayev
won over 60 percent of the votes. Roza Otunbayeva who was the acting president of Kyrgyzstan
announced earlier in the year, on February 21, 2011, that she would not run for the presidency.
She held this office since April 2010 when Bakiyev was forced to leave the country. The
observers from the Commonwealth of Independent states (CIS) declared that the elections were
in full compliance with the country’s electoral laws (Coleman 2013, 76-77).

The Ethnic Factor in Kyrgyzstan

Shortly after taking power, President Atambaev declared that ethnic nationalism in
Kyrgyzstan was a big problem and his statement has been borne out by the facts. Today in
Kyrgyzstan ethnic issues pose a serious problem to the country's stability and the leadership has
yet to come up with the sustainable strategy of dealing with them. (Artman 2014).
Since its independence, Kyrgyzstan has always been more liberal compared to the other
Central Asian countries, but it has never been a fully democratic. The relations between the
Uzbeks and the Kyrgyz have been tense for many years, which sometimes would result in open
clashes and riots. In the late 1980s, economic stagnation led to mass unemployment and widespread popular discontent. These factors caused clashes between different communities in
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Kyrgyzstan and in some cases the anti-Russian attitude was so strong that many Russians were
forced to emigrate from the country. In this atmosphere of seething ethnic tensions, violence
broke out between the Kyrgyz and the Uzbeks in Summer 1990, in the city of Osh, where the
significant numbers of Uzbeks lived.
One of the reasons for violence might have been a land dispute, but the real causes of
violence still remain unclear. Around hundred people died in that bloody event. Even today is the
Uzbek community feels economically and socially discriminated, while the Kyrgyz are disturbed
by the autonomy demands of the Uzbeks. Furthermore, at the time, some Kyrgyz believed that
the Uzbeks were living more prosperous lives in Kyrgyzstan than the Kyrgyz themselves.
Eventually the violence in Osh was taken under control by the Soviet troops who stayed there for
6 months until the situation normalized. Despite the first president Akayev’s efforts to build a
multi-ethnic country with diverse ethnic groups living in harmony, both the Kyrgyz and Uzbek
nationalism grew in strength over the years.
Twenty years later, the violence broke out in Osh again. The 2010 Osh riots are
considered to be the bloodiest in the history of independent Kyrgyzstan. The increase of taxes,
the rise of electricity and gas prices spearheaded by Maksim Bakiev, the son of the president
Bakiev, became the trigger point. The civil uprising that followed spelled the end of Bakiyev's
rule.
However, in such atmosphere of social chaos, on 11-17 June, 2010, new violence flared
up between the Kyrgyz and the Uzbeks as the result of an attack on the Osh university
dormitories and the killing of Kyrgyz girls. Many people were killed during this cycle of
violence in southern Kyrgyzstan. Although the city of Osh was the center of violence and death,
eventually violence spread to Jalalabad, where there is also a sizable Uzbek population. These
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events forced the majority of Uzbeks to evacuate from Kyrgyzstan to the Uzbek borderlands,
where most of them were not really welcomed and had to live under unfavorable conditions.
Maksim Bakiev was accused of organizing ethnic tensions by the government of Roza
Otunbaeva, but he was already out of country at that time.

The Perspectives of Kyrgyzstan's Political Development

Today, the political system of Kyrgyzstan raises many interesting questions about its
future development. The country is not fully authoritarian, but it is not democratic either.
Different terms have been used to describe the political system of Kyrgyzstan, such as the
managed democracy, the weak autocracy, the weak state, or the hybrid regime. What is clear at
this time is that Kyrgyzstan’s political structure is fragmented. Central political authorities are
trying to strengthen some aspects of the authoritarian regime, while some regional political
leaders are trying to resist these attempts.
Constitutional changes are usually proposed and implemented under the shadow of these
conflicting internal forces. Those changes that have been made since the independence have
often been the subject of tensions between the president and the Parliament, especially when the
interests of different regional leaders were not represented by the president. The members of the
Parliament have aimed to increase their authority based on the regional support, while the
president has tried to expand his power. One important difference between the Kyrgyz political
system and the political systems of other Central Asian countries, such as Azerbaijan, is the lack
of a strong political party controlled by the president. In Azerbaijan and other Central Asian
states, the president controls the Parliament with the majority of seats by his own political party.
This is not the case in Kyrgyzstan.
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Throughout its independent history, the constitution of Kyrgyzstan changed nine times.
The latest version of constitution, which was adopted on 27 June 2010, includes the changes not
only to the electoral system, but also covers the issues dealing with the separation of power, the
judicial branch, and the protection of human rights. One of the most important characteristics of
the constitution approved by the 2010 referendum is the focus on the welfare state, social justice,
and progressive social policies.
The constitution also restricts the power of the president and increases the power of the
Parliament. Under this constitution, the president can only serve 6 years and has no right to be
re-elected. However, at this time, there is a lot of talk that the current president Atambayev might
attempt to change the constitution again to include the option of the second presidential term.
What is beyond doubt, however, is that the current constitution is the most democratic so
far. There is an equal distribution of power between the president and the prime minister. The
Parliament also has been given more responsibilities than previously. If there is an attempt to
change to the current constitution by the president, political instability will surely increase
greatly. This is I think that why the push for the change is unlikely to happen. (Aydingun and
Aysegul 2014, 402-410).
Clearly Kyrgyzstan has a lot more to do in the future on the democratic front. One of the
factors that may prove to be an obstacle on this path is the absence of the history of being
governed as an independent nation-state.
In 2014, at the youth forum called “Селигер” (Seliger), the president of Russia Vladimir
Putin made an interesting point by using the example of Kazakhstan. He said that President
Nursultan Nazarbaev did an exceptional and unique job by creating a nation-state on the territory
that was never independent before using authoritarian means. Some of the prominent scholars
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and political thinkers of Kyrgyzstan share this view as it relates to Kyrgyzstan. According to the
former member of the parliament and former minister of economy, Kyrgyzstan needs to do much
more to affirm its newly independent status as a nation-state. It is still very much only a group of
nomad tribes under the weak state authority which needs to be strengthened before it can be
democratized.
The argument is that democracy can only emerge at certain stage of historical
development, when political and cultural aspects of the given society can embrace it without the
society falling apart. Today, the majority of people in Kyrgyzstan still maintain the values of a
nomadic culture in their daily life. This refers to the importance of tribal traditions and family
relationships. The family unity and tribal identity play the primary role in the Kyrgyz culture.
Some scholars believe that such factors divide the contemporary Kyrgyz society and can easily
lead to the failure to establish a unified nation-state.
At this point, it seems as if a full liberal democracy is far from being implemented in
Kyrgyzstan because there is a lack of social and cultural consensus. The absence of such sociocultural unity in the country makes difficult the formation of a unified political elite. In most
cases, different political leaders have a hard time in reaching a workable social consensus. The
society is increasingly polarized.
For instance, in the 2010 parliament elections, there were 29 political parties running for
the seats in the Parliament, which is quite lot considering the size of the country. This number is
an indication of the Kyrgyz society not being able to come to an agreement on the basic
principles of its future development.
In addition, such political pluralism also represents the two key characteristics of the vast
majority of the Kyrgyz political parties, which are the clan and the (family) bloodline. There also
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clear divisions between the North and the South. According to the professor of Kyrgyz-Russia
University, A. Katsev, the flag of Kyrgyzstan has 40 rays, which represent 40 clans that
supposedly came together into one people, but all of them wish to rule the country by
themselves. This is an ominous sign for the future of the democratization of the Kyrgyz society.
Another problem may be that there is no single individual on the Kyrgyz political scene
that can bring the country together. There is no such leader at this time. According to Temir
Sariev, Kyrgyzstan never had great leaders - unifiers, such as Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, Fidel
Castro, or Lech Valensa who could unify the nation and lead it forward.
In the Eurasian context, most tribal peoples have always sought and approved of strong
and charismatic leadership. Historically, the Kyrgyz tribes were ruled by exceptional leaders who
had a strong and resolute character, and, according to the public opinion polls, they want the
same leadership qualities today as well.
At this time, some people in Kyrgyzstan compare the president Atambayev with the
former president of the Soviet Union Mikhail Gorbachev, which reveals their frustration with
what they consider the president’s weak leadership. However, the overall image of Atambayev is
still quite positive. (Бугазов 2014, 8-10).
In conclusion, one can say that Kyrgyzstan is still a newcomer on the global map despite
its 25 years of independence. The country is embarked on a new stage of democratization, while
establishing significant political, economic, and cultural ties with its neighbors and the global
powers. The peaceful 2010 presidential elections and the constitutional re-shaping into the
parliamentary republic were the most important moments in the Kyrgyz recent history. The
failure to follow the current political path may result in the destabilization of the country,
perhaps also to the regime change and the break-out of violence. Two violent revolutions in the
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country within the last two decades should serve as an example and a reminder that such things
must never happen again.(Чотаев 2013, 113).
Chapter 2

“The Eurasian ideal is simple and constructive: the relationships between the peoples must be
built not on the wars and strife, but in peace and harmony. That is why Russia should focus on
synthetic culture achievements, formed among the diverse peoples of Eurasia: they are not
enemies and competitors, but allies, and support future joint progress”
Lev Gumilev
What is Eurasianism?

The geographical concept of Eurasia typically refers only to the unified Europe and Asia
as one continent. However, in terms of the political ideology of today's Eurasianism, the concept
is narrowed to include only the former states of the Soviet Union States based on the claim that
Russia should be in the center of the bloc. This is what we can see at this time if we look at the
so-called Eurasian integration in the region, where more and more former Soviet Union countries
are getting involved in different transnational organizations, sometimes with the active
participation of emerging great powers, such as China and India.
For the very first time, the ideas of Eurasianism have emerged during the 1920s and the
1930s among the Russian intellectuals exiled from the newly formed Soviet Union. The essential
gist of their claims was that Russia is and should be closer to Asia, rather then Europe. They
rejected the principles and concepts of the so-called Western ideas and models, even though they
lived in the West. After the collapse of communism as the dominant political ideology and the
break-up of the Soviet Union, Eurasianism as an ideology has become popular again and now it
actively serves as the main driving force in Russian foreign policy.
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The existing political and economic ties of Russia and Central Asian countries, such as
Kyrgyzstan, build on the Eurasianist vision, in which the idea of the organic unity of Russian,
Turkic, and Muslim cultures is posited as one of the key principles. What we can see at this time
is that Eurasianism has become a broad and influential movement, with many future political and
economic ramifications.
It should be noted that most of the countries in the Central Asian region emphasize their
national sovereignty, while at the same time they participate in the various regional, transnational
organizations, such as the Commonwealth of Independent States, the Collective Security Treaty,
the Eurasian Economic Union, and the Shanghai Cooperation Organizations. Specifically, in the
case of Kyrgyzstan, the first president Askar Akaev stated in January 1990 that "without
integration, without a stable and firm federation, these most difficult economic, political,
scientific, and technical, social, and ecological issues facing our country cannot be solved." This
statement suggests that Kyrgyzstan was on the path to pursuing the Eurasian perspectives of
integration from the very beginning (Nezihoglu 2013, 376-377).
The well-known U.S. geopolitical thinker and foreign policy expert Zbigniew Brzezinski,
who served as the national security advisor during the Carter administration, has noted that in
the current global configuration, at least five key geostrategic actors and five geopolitical pivots
can be identified on the Eurasian political map. Typically, Russia, China, France, Germany and
India are considered to be major actors, while Ukraine, Azerbaijan, South Korea, Turkey and
Iran play the role of pivots. According to Brzezinski, pivot states are those states, whose
importance derives not from its power but rather from its sensitive location. In my opinion, this
designation could also be applied to the states of Central Asia, including Kyrgyzstan.
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One can say that today countries such as Russia, China and India, which are considered
the key actors, are all involved in the Eurasian integrative processes at some level. They promote
a specifically Eurasian vision based on the political, economic, and cultural exchange and
cooperation with the Central Asian states. Here, the unique and geostrategic location of
Kyrgyzstan assumes a great deal of significance.
Before looking in more detail into how the Eurasian ideas are implemented at this time, I
would like to examine briefly the history of the Eurasian movement. As I said earlier, in the early
1920s, a group of young and exceptionally talented emigrants from the Soviet Union began
calling themselves the “Eurasians”. The principal founders of the movement were Nikolay
Trubetzkoy (1890-1938), a noted linguist and philologist, Petr Savitskiy (1895-1968), a
geographer, George Vernadsky (1887-1973), a historian, Lev Karsavin (1882-1952), a historian,
and George Florovsky (1893-1979), a theologian. They were the intellectual leaders and the
driving force of the new movement.
Throughout its intellectual history, Eurasianism has gone through certain conceptual
modifications as new thinkers and intellectuals joined it, while others became estranged and left.
The movement itself began its active publication work in Sofia, the capital of Bulgaria, in 1920
and afterwards expanded its activities to other capital cities of Europe, such as Prague, Paris, and
Berlin. It garnered the most publicity in the Russian emigrant circles when the Eurasianists
began to publish the newspaper called “Eurasia," in the ten-year period from 1920 to 1930.
By gaining wide recognition, the movement eventually turned to political agitation,
where their main focus was directed at the transformation of the USSR. The Eurasianists argued
that there existed a “closed and self-contained space called Russia-Eurasia.” This geographic and
cultural world, according to them, was an exceptional and unique civilization. They declared
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their belief that the Eurasia-Russian culture should be considered as having "a symphonic
identity." (Исаев 1994, 42-43)
In addition, the Eurasianists also rejected the Western Europe as an appropriate model for
the political and economic development of Eurasia. They argued that they represented the
cultural traditions of Byzantium. They also emphasized the importance of various Eastern
cultures, taking into consideration the 13th-century Mongolian conquests. They thought that the
strength of the unique Eurasian culture was precisely in its combination of the cultural roots of
different backgrounds.
In order to avoid and escape the influences coming from the West, which they considered
deformations, the Eurasianists insisted on the development of collective Eurasian selfconsciousness. They claimed that only in this way could the Eurasian peoples protect their
natural and industrial resources from the outside forces. They rejected indiscriminate
globalization and the existence of universal values and norms. (Исаев 1994, 43-47)
Eurasianism as an ideology seemed to have disappeared from the global scene in the mid20th century as the idea of the USSR's non-Communist transformation became increasingly
impossible. However, understandably, as soon as communism fell, Eurasianism re-emerged and
began to play an important role in the Russian political life. It was represented by the books and
activities of the philosopher Alexander Dugin who set up an organization called the Eurasian
Movement.
In addition, it was promoted at the political level by the president of Kazakhstan,
Nursultan Nazarbayev. Nazarbayev opened the Eurasian University in the capital city of Astana
and named it after one of the most prominent representatives of Eurasianism during the Soviet
period, the historian and anthropologist Lev Gumilev.
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Today's Eurasianism shares many similarities with the original 1920s articulation, while,
at the same time, it integrated new elements in accordance with the current global situation. The
rejection of Western globalist culture, the animosity toward political liberalism, and the emphasis
on building the state-centric economic model are the key components of the Eurasian movement
of today. (Глебов 2014).
The contemporary revival of Eurasianism in Russia began already during the
“perestroika” with the publications of the works by Lev Gumilev. Another prominent figure
advocating the Eurasian agenda in Russia was the noted political scientist A.S Panarin. (Ivanov
2016, 5156)
However, as already pointed out, the main voice for Eurasianism in the post-Soviet
Russia has been the philosopher Alexader Dugin. He once stated that Russia’s geopolitics must
be Eurasianist because this was the only way to restore the status of Russia as a Great Power.
(Mileski 2015, 181)

Eurasianism and the Russian Foreign Policy

In terms of foreign policy, the current government of Russia under the president Vladimir
Putin has been criticized by the West for allegedly acting to restore the Soviet-era political power
and displaying its imperial ambitions. It is important to keep in mind that, in this respect,
Eurasianism as a movement and an ideology plays a crucial role, since it is believed that Russia
can justify such activities under its conceptual framework.
Lev Gumilev who, as I pointed out, was a well-known advocate of Eurasianism,
concluded that Eurasia geographically consists of three regions: High Asia (Mongolia, Tuva,
Transbaikalia), the Southern region (Central Asia), and the Western region (Eastern Europe).
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This classification by Gumilev is important because it clearly identifies the regions of concern
for the Russian foreign policy today.
Central Asia can be characterized as an essential region for Russia, because of their
historical ties and the region's natural, industrial, and human resources. All of the Central Asian
countries are majority Muslim countries and in that do not differ much from the border regions
of Russia, though Russia itself is considered a predominantly Christian-Orthodox country. In
particular, the Muslim peoples of Russia and Central Asia perceive themselves as the authentic
inhabitants of Eurasia. In their view, Russia can only become a genuine Eurasian power, if and
only if it respects the Islamic culture and the rights of Muslims within itself. That the Russian
leadership is aware of this and that it pays a great deal of attention to it is reflected in Vladimir
Putin’s recent speeches, in which he stressed the importance of friendship and cooperation with
Muslim countries and claimed that Russia is the best friend of the Islamic world.
Eurasianism as represented in contemporary Russian foreign policy-making includes the
intensive focus on constructing the Slavic-Turkic alliance. This alliance is already reflected in
many existing transnational organizations in the region. For instance, the formation of the
Custom Union within the CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States) binds Russia
economically not only with Belarus, but also with Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, and Tajikistan. This
is just one step along the path of Eurasian integrations that culminated with the creation of the
Eurasian Economic Community in 2015. (Papava 2013, 49-51, 53-55, 57).
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Russia and Kyrgyzstan

In the case of the Russia-Kyrgyzstan relationship at this time, the Russian leadership
under Putin does not hide its geopolitical ambition to ultimately accomplish the Central Asian
integration with Russia. The protection of Russia’s borders and stability in the bordering states or
the near abroad has always been important for Russia’s foreign policy. In the 2000s, when Putin
came to power, Russia has used many different policy areas to extend its influence in the region.
The example of Kyrgyzstan is very pertinent here, because, for instance, the country’s energy
debts were written off in response to its agreeing to make the Russian language as its official
language.
Furthermore, as the key component of the appeal of its foreign policy, Russia has tried to
demonstrate to the Central Asian countries that it can provide and maintain the political stability
in the region. The leaders of these countries have also become aware of the threat from the
outside (and the inside), such as the radical Islamic terrorist networks, which required military
involvement, and Russia began to appear to them as a more reliable partner than the West. In
2001, as the instance of the implementation of the new Eurasian agenda, Russia, China,
Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan formed the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization (SCO) in order to maintain regional security and stability.
The dominance of Russia in the region also continued during the Medvedev presidency
(2008-2012). On February 4, 2009, the government of Kyrgyzstan circulated a draft directive to
close the US military base in the country. After Russia provided $2.15 million financial aid to
Kyrgyzstan, the official decision of closing was upheld. Throughout the decade, Russia and
Kyrgyzstan have had very close political relationship and the current government of Kyrgyzstan
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under the president Alamzbek Atambayev has been the strong supporter of the Eurasian
movement and integrative processes.
Russian culture has a great deal of influence in today's Kyrgyzstan, despite the fact that
Kyrgyzstan has been independent for 25 years. The local culture of the Kyrgyz people has come
to reflect the Russian cultural norms and habits. The Russian Radio and TV channels are widely
listened and watched. Several renowned high schools in the country provide education in
Russian, while the Russian-sponsored Slavonic University has been one of the most popular and
effective universities in the country. In addition, about half-million of Kyrgyz migrants work and
live in Russia. The majority of the ruling elite are the ethnic Kyrgyz who are Russian speakers
and who are well integrated with the Russian elites. Also, another factor that makes Kyrgyzstan
so close to Russia is its small and relatively weak army, which makes it dependent on Russia as
the protector. (Nezihoglu 2013, 376-379).
In terms of the bilateral Kyrgyz-Russian economic relations, Russia is considered to be
the main economic partner of Kyrgyzstan. The former presidents Akayev, Bakiev, and
Otunbayeva were all close partners of Russia and were confident that Russia was to be relied on
in the spheres of economic and strategic cooperation. The same attitude is shared by the current
president of Kyrgyzstan Atambayev who even more strengthened the relationship between the
two countries. The bilateral economic relations were upgraded in 1999, when the
Intergovernmental Commission on Economic and Scientific cooperation was created. The
function of the commission has been to foster joint work in the fields of energy and the
exploitation of ferrous metals and minerals to the benefit of both countries.
Moreover, in 2000, Russia and Kyrgyzstan signed a declaration of eternal friendship,
cooperation and partnership, and this marked a new, higher stage of their bilateral relationship.
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Based on this partnership, Kyrgyzstan and Russia signed a free trade agreement, which highly
increased the commodity turnover between the two countries during the 2000-2007 period. The
import and export relationship has increased every year since then by 7-10 percent. The
commodity turnover in 2012 was worth $2 billion dollars. In general, Russia has provided a lot
of financial support for Kyrgyzstan. For instance, in 2009, Russia provided a preferential credit
of 300 million dollars with 0.75 rate for 40 years. The credit was intended to improve the
industrial sector of the Kyrgyz economy.( Ормонова Алина Анарбековна, 77-78, 80)
At this time, the government of Russia maintains a strong relationship with Kyrgyzstan
and continuous to support it in many fields. In 2014, there was an agreement signed on the fund
development by the Kyrgyz Deputy Finance Minister Mirlan Boigonchokov and his Russia
counterpart, Sergei Storchak. The President Atambayev emphasized the importance of the fund
deal in promoting the development of Kyrgyzstan’s economy and assisting its adjustment in the
process of Eurasian integration (Interfax 2014, 1).
Kyrgyzstan is not only important for Russia in terms of beneficial economic cooperation,
but also because of its strategic geographic location and its contribution to the strengthening of
the Eurasian agenda in Central Asia. The role of Kazakhstan is similar in this respect and Russia
has encouraged the positive relationship of Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan. The two countries have
a remarkable potential to create the Kazakh-Kyrgyz Economic Union. Both countries introduced
economic liberalization reforms and historically have good neighborly relations. They also
possess the most open markets in the region, which sets them apart from other Central Asian
countries.
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Around 200.000 workers from Kyrgyzstan work in Kazakhstan, and the Lake Issik Kul in
Kyrgyzstan has the majority of its tourists from Kazakhstan. In 2007, this number was around 80
percent. The societies as well as the leadership of the two countries have also been very close.
The Kazakh-Kyrgyz Economic union is the further step for integration in Central Asia.
When it becomes formalized, it will influence other Central Asian countries and push them along
in the setting up of even more extensive Eurasian integrations, which is very significant for
Russia’s foreign policy. This is one of the reasons that makes a relatively small country like
Kyrgyzstan of such importance for Russia. The same applies for Kazakhstan, whose Eurasian
perspectives are also significant. (Nezihoglu 2013, 380)
In addition, in the primary geopolitical sense, it is clear that Kyrgyzstan is seen by Russia
as a buffer zone. Its location plays an important role in terms of the security of Russia by helping
to reduce the possible threat to the Russian borders. First of all, Kyrgyzstan is a neighbor to
Afghanistan. This is the country inhabited by the world's most dangerous terrorist and extremist
networks, such as the Taliban and Al-Qaeda and more recently the Islamic State. They pose a
threat not only to Russia but to the whole world. And, secondly, the drugs that come out of
Afghanistan represent another threat to Russia in terms of its national security.
The geographic location of Kyrgyzstan can be described as the center pillar for the
Shanghai Cooperation Organization as well as for the Moscow-Beijing-Delhi triangle. China is
located to the east of Kyrgyzstan, Iran and Afghanistan are in the south, the West part of
Kyrgyzstan is close to Caucasus, while Russia is in the north. The geostrategic and geoeconomic objectives of Russia in its southern projection of power go through Kyrgyzstan, which
makes Kyrgyzstan a significant transit zone. Some scholars have argued that the formation of the
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Shanghai Cooperation Organization was inspired by the Russian geopolitical ambition to control
and secure Kyrgyzstan and the region as a whole.
Russia has always emphasized the importance of Kyrgyzstan in its geopolitical doctrine.
The military presence of the Russian army and the Russian military base in the city of Kant in
Kyrgyzstan only confirms the seriousness of the Russian commitment. It also affirms Russia’s
role in the region as well as its willingness to provide military security to its partners. During the
time that the U.S. military was present in Kyrgyzstan, which I will discuss in detail in Chapter 3,
Russia used its base to balance the U.S. presence in Central Asia (Урманбетова 2014, 166-168).
Historically, Russia has played a crucial role in financing the military of Kyrgyzstan.
During the 1990s, military cooperation and aid from Russia was a key component of the
partnership between the two countries. However, in 1999, after the invasion by the terrorist
group called the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan of the Batken region of Kyrgyzstan, the
bilateral military cooperation of two countries was raised to a higher level. The collaboration in
fighting terrorism has increased dramatically. Under the initiative of Moscow in 2001, the
regional department for anti-terrorism and the department of the collective deployment of forces
of the CSTO (Collective Security Treaty Organization) in Central Asia was established in the
capital city of Bishkek.
Such developments eventually led to the opening of the Russian military air base in the
city of Kant. In order to increase cooperation, regular trainings are conducted at the base by the
Russian and Kyrgyz troops (Парамонов 2009, 64-65).
The Kant air base opened on October 23, 2003 and today it serves as a part of the Second
Air Force and Air Defense Command of Russia. Also, as the aviation component of the
Collective Rapid Deployment Forces, it performs the tasks of ensuring the security of the region
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and the freedom of the skies of the states which are members of the Organization of Collective
Security Treaty (CSTO). (Министерство Обороны Российской Федерации 2016).
In general, one can say that the agend of Eurasian integration is expanding. On May 29,
2014, in the capital city of Astana in Kazakhstan, the signing of the declaration on the Eurasian
Economic Union took place. The meeting included the presidents of Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan,
Russia, Belarus, and Armenia. The president of Kyrgyzstan Atambaev stated at the meeting that
the integration of Kyrgyzstan into to the Customs Union and later the Eurasian Economic Union
is the country’s independent decision and that it would bring very positive results to the country.
In his speech, Atambaev emphasized the importance of the Customs Union membership
and stressed that all member states have a common history and common future. He also added
that these common principles provide the stability and security to the region. (Бостонкулова
2015, 201)
The official accession of Kyrgyzstan to the Eurasian Economic Union (EEU) took place
on August 12, 2015. According to some scholars, the integration of Kyrgyzstan in this economic
organization will influence the Kyrgyz sovereignty, since it now has to follow the rules of the
Eurasian Union and obey them. This will make Kyrgyzstan less sovereign state in many aspects
of its functioning. It may become even more dependent on Russia as Russia is the most powerful
state in the organization. (Бостонкулова 2015, 203)
The creation of the Eurasian Economic Union for Russia is the step forward, not only in
term of economics, but also in strengthening the political ties with member states. Furthermore,
the visit of Dmitry Medvedev to Vietnam in May 2016 included the signing of the agreement
between the Eurasian Economic Union and Vietnam and its accession into the free trade zone.
The deal has been ratified by all the member states of EEU and Vietnam within 60 days.
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It is also important to mention the desire of Syria to join the EEU before the civil war
broke out, which might happen in the future considering the close relations between Russia and
Syria. In recent years, other countries such as Egypt, India, Iran and Israel have also shown an
interest to enter a potential free trade zone or even the EEU itself in the near future. Such
ambitions of these countries signal the positive regional image of the Eurasian Economic Union
and the interest to strengthen political and economic relations with Moscow.
Overall, such international economic integration will be a positive thing for the member
countries but it will probably take some time until the truly positive results are reached. In the
case of Kyrgyzstan, there have been certain economic hardships stemming from the integrative
processes. However, the government of Kyrgyzstan expects that the pluses will eventually
outweigh the minuses (Янучения 2016, 168-171).
In terms of geostrategic competition, the role of the EEU plays a special role in the
Russian foreign policy. In the last 20 years, the policy of the expansion of the European Union
and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) forced Russia into a sort of geopolitical
isolation from Europe. The few loyal partners that the Russians have left are the former Soviet
Union states in Central Asia. The formation of the EEU thus means for Russia the restoration of
its status as a Great Power and the ability to project more global influence in the 21th century.
On the other hand, the failure of the EEU would result in the collapse of Russia’s
Eurasianist agenda, the discreditation of Eurasianism as an ideology, and the switching of the
Russian allies to the Western-led organizations and spheres of influence. Therefore, it is
expected that Russia would do all it takes to keep the EEU strong. The economic potential of the
EEU is clear and its impact on the global geopolitical arena will be significant. The combined
land mass of the five member countries comprises 15 percent of the world’s territory with over
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170 million people. In addition, Russia, Belarus, and Kazakhstan are the leading countries in the
world in terms of the production of natural gas and oil. This enables the EEU to become a truly
global economic actor.
No doubt the EEU will face a great competitor in the U.S. as I will show in Chapter 3.
The U.S. position in the world as the only remaining superpower is still hegemonic. It possesses
the power to shape the world politics and economics in accordance with its interests. In 2011, the
Russian president Vladimir Putin in the interview to the newspaper “Izvestia” declared that the
EEU was the model of a powerful union of different nations with the potential of becoming one
of the world poles by serving as an effective integration of Europe with Asia.
If the roles of Russia, Kazakhstan, and Belarus in the EEU are based on their economic
potential, the roles of Kyrgyzstan and Armenia are different. The accession of these countries to
the Union is motivated by their geographical position, which expands the geostrategic role of the
EEU. Armenia borders Iran and enables the EEU to expand its influence into the Middle East
and Transcaucasia, while Kyrgyzstan can serve as a transit zone into China and Afghanistan.
The Customs Union has an even greater integrative potential. In 2012, 35 countries
expressed their interest in joining it. This includes countries like Japan, Vietnam, Syria, India,
New Zealand ,and others. In order to stop the speculations that the Customs Union is an attempt
to restore the Soviet Union, member states made a decision at the 2013 meeting in Minsk,
Belarus to allow the accession of countries from outside of the ex-USSR. The countries such as
Turkey and India are potential candidates for membership, however, at this time, the accession of
these countries is still in the negotiating phase. The membership of Turkey in NATO and India’s
less developed transport roads are some of the reasons holding them back.
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Another potential candidate for the Customs Union is Iran. The accession of Iran would
lead to the expansion of the Union into the Middle Eastern market and most important transit
routes. Free trade zone with Iran could eventually bring Pakistan and India into the Union, since
it opens more economic benefits for all these countries. This would also improve the global
image of Central Asian countries in terms of stability, cooperation, and economic prosperity. The
security on the borders and the overall lack of conflict within these countries are crucial for
Russia and the Russian foreign policy. This is why we have seen a massive investment in the
promotion of Eurasianism as the new Russian geopolitical doctrine for the 21st century.
(Лагутина 2014, 49-50, 57)
Chapter 3
United States and Central Asia

Nowadays, the potential of the United States of America as the global power is obvious
in terms of its ability to direct and control certain areas of the world in accordance with its own
geostrategic interests. This especially came to the fore after the collapse of the Soviet Union and
the world has seen the increase of the U.S. power ever since. This power is not only contained in
the U.S. military capabilities but includes the cultural aspects as well. Cultural hegemony has
been an indispensable part of the U.S. global influence. The U.S. popular and mass culture has
had a great deal of influence globally as purveyed by Hollywood movies, music industry,
fashion, and other components of the consumerist entertainment complex.
Education has also been an aspect of the US global influence, since we can see the mass
inflow of students from all around the world coming to pursue their studies in the U.S. In
addition, the global spread of liberal capitalism led to the formation of different financial and
military organizations, such as the IMF (International Monetary Fund), World Bank, NATO
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(North Atlantic Treaty Organization) to maintain and strengthen the U.S. interests around the
globe.
For its part, Eurasia has always been a special area of interests for the U.S., because of its
important geographical location. Historically this region has been the center of the struggle for
influence among the Great Powers. It is believed that the country, which has the control over the
Eurasian continent, would control the world’s three most advanced and economically productive
regions. However, it is important to note that the U.S. foreign policy discourse in regards to
Eurasia is not as ideologically and culturally grounded as is the case with the Russian foreign
policy discourse.
Obviously, both United States and Russia want to exert influence and control over the
region but Russia does so under the cover of Eurasianism, whereas the U.S. does not have an
equivalent ideological strategy. This is why Russia is able to present a strong political and
economical challenge for the U.S. primacy in Eurasia. Of course, the Chinese influence, which
will examined in more detail in Chapter 4, should also not be underestimated. China is actively
participating in the Eurasianist organizations, such as the Shanghai Cooperation Organization.
The grand Eurasian chessboard described eloquently by Brzezinski in the late 1990s may be
turning heavily against the U.S. (Brzezinski 1999, 25, 27, 31, 42, 46)

United States and Kyrgyzstan

The geostrategic position of Kyrgyzstan has always been deemed important by the U.S.
The U.S. was among the first countries to recognize the independence of Kyrgyzstan in 1991 and
provide it with financial support.
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Overall, Central Asian countries have become the area of intense U.S. interest and
involvement, since the collapse of Soviet Union. From 1992 to 1999, the U.S. has spent around
1.9 billion dollars in the region in order to help the region to grow economically. These funds
were also a part of the U.S. strategy in the region to balance against the Russian and Chinese
influence. However, the establishment of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization in 2001 with
Russia and China playing major roles went against the U.S. interests. One can say that the U.S.
Central Asian policies, though very expensive, have not been very successful.
The new phase of the U.S.-Central Asian relationship began after the 9/11 attacks, when
the terrorist attacks in the U.S. led to the formation of a grand coalition against terrorism. The
war in Afghanistan necessitated the opening of the U.S. military bases in Uzbekistan and
Kyrgyzstan.
In December 2001, the US military base “Ganci” was established in the capital city of
Bishkek in Kyrgyzstan. It was later renamed the Manas military base. At the very beginning, the
rent was agreed for two months and then was extended for one year. This was followed by 3
more years with a right for additional extensions. There were many talks and discussions all
across the Kyrgyz society, while the US military base operated within the country. If some
scholars and politicians were in favor of keeping the base, the others were against it. The former
member of the Kyrgyz parliament and the prominent pro-US politician Ravshan Jeenbekov was
an active advocate for the US military presence. According to him, the US military base in
Kyrgyzstan would maintain and provide security not only for Kyrgyzstan, but also for the whole
region.
The creation of such a big and strategic military base in Kyrgyzstan was a source of
concern not only to the majority of the Kyrgyz people, but also (and obviously) to the Russians.
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For many years, the base served as an element of sharp friction in the Russia-US relations.
Having such military base was significant for the U.S., because it enabled its physical presence
in the geo-strategically contested region of the world.
However, in 2014, the US military base was ordered to be closed by the Kyrgyz
government, which acted under the clear influence of Russian government and their extensive
financial and other aid to Kyrgyzstan.
The military was not the only way for United States to project its power in the region, but
it was certainly one of the important. In addition, the U.S. has been using its economic power
and global cultural influence to attract the Central Asian countries to various international
projects and institutions. The creation of Western-supported NGOs and the investment into
higher education have also been the top U.S. priorities.
For instance, the active role of the USAID in Central Asia, in Kyrgyzstan in particular,
and the function of the American University in Bishkek are important components of the US soft
power presence. Historically, Kyrgyzstan supported such initiatives by the U.S., but, in recent
years, one can see a slow, but clear shift of Kyrgyzstan toward the Russian sphere of influence.
(Урманбетова 2014, 168-169).
The closure of the U.S. military base in Kyrgyzstan had negative consequences for the
U.S. policy in the region. The Manas base was a key logistical hub and served as a key transit
point for the war against terrorism in Afghanistan. It was one of the busiest American military
bases in the world and had the most up-to-date Air Force installations. Every U.S. soldier
entering the war in Afghanistan had to transit through the Manas military base. In addition, 6 to
13 million pounds of cargo went through the base each month. (Toktomushev 2015, 59) 15
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thousand U.S. troops used to be transported through the base on the monthly basis. (Кутнаева
2010, 87)
The Central Asian Energy Resources

The overall importance of Central Asia, and Kyrgyzstan in particular, to the U.S. should
not be underestimated. In addition to the military competition, the region can also be described
as the new global battleground for economic resources. Central Asia is incredibly rich in natural
resources, such oil, natural gas, precious stones and minerals, and hydropower. The collapse of
the USSR in 1991 opened the doors of Central Asia to international energy market and led to
some many open clashes among various economic players supported by their respective
governments. Since natural gas, oil, and precious metals represent the primary engine of
economic activity in the world, it is hardly surprising to see the intense plotting and intrigue
going on in Central Asia.
The importance of energy resources can be easily seen if we examine recent history.
During the Cold War, the Soviet Union was protected from oil shocks due its substantial oil
resources in Siberia and Central Asia. Oil was the USSR’s strategic tool against the West. It was
the likely cause of the 1980-88 Iran-Iraq war. The invasion of Kuwait by Iraq in 1990 was due to
oil issues. Some scholars also argued that the real reason why the U.S. went to war against Iraq
in 2003 also had to do with oil.
In other words, we live in the world in which countries are highly dependent on various
fossil energy sources and therefore the competition over the different regions with rich energy
potential is the essence of today’s global politics. In this case, Central Asia is far from being an
exception. (Dar 2014, 62-65)
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During the world economic crisis of 2007-2008, it appeared as if there was a slight
decrease of the United States global leadership. When Barack Obama and his administration
came to power, the major concern was to solve the economic crisis as quickly as possible. All
other issues took secondary importance. However, the new administration inherited many
foreign policy problems from the Bush Administration and some of the them had to do with
Central Asia.
During the two terms of George W. Bush, the foreign policy of United States was based
on the model of spreading democratic institutions throughout the world by using the U.S.
military and intelligence apparatus. However, in reality, such initiatives led to the catastrophic
war in Iraq, the decrease of the US popularity in the world, and the wasteful spending of money
and resources. The U.S. image and status was weakened in Central Asia as well. This is one of
the reasons why in recent years Russia has had better success than the U.S. in the region
(Kазанцев 2014, 160-161).

The Presence of the U.S. Soft Power in Kyrgyzstan

However, it is not possible to discount completely the involvement of the U.S. in Central
Asia and Kyrgyzstan in particular, since the U.S. still exercises a great deal of influence in the
country. Such influence comes in the form of soft power, which means getting something you
want by attracting rather than by coercing. This power derives from the "attractiveness" of the
U.S. political ideals and the U.S. culture. When some initiative or some policy is seen as
legitimate in the eyes of others, it means that soft power has been exercised. Historically, the
U.S. has had a lot of success in using the soft power. For instance, many people throughout the
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world value human rights, democracy, individual opportunities, which they connect to the U.S.
and its global presence (Nye 2004, 10).
In the case of Kyrgyzstan, the establishment of the American University of Central Asia
in Bishkek is a great example of the operation of the U.S. soft power in the country. It was
established in 1997 as the American University in Kyrgyzstan and later renamed the AUCA
(American university of Central Asia). AUCA has been the first ever higher institution in Central
Asia that functions according to the American model of education with liberal arts curriculum,
credit system, commitment to democratic values, freedom of speech and expression, and
academic honesty and integrity.
Another interesting fact about AUCA is the significance of its department of Journalism
and Mass Communication. From the very beginning, the graduates of this department sought to
bring more independence, objectivity, and transparency to the journalistic practice in
Kyrgyzstan. (Skochilo 2013, 3)
It seems that it is very effective to inculcate the U.S. beliefs, norms, and values by means
of education. AUCA is today one of the best known universities not only in Kyrgyzstan, but also
in the whole of Central Asia, which hundreds of high school graduates each year dream to attend.
In this way, the U.S. spreads its cultural influence in the region, competing with other Great
Powers, such as Russia and China. It tries to influence the hearts and minds of individuals across
Central Asia and keep them out of the sphere of influence of the Russian Eurasianist ideology.
The official visit of the U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry in order to open a new AUCA
campus in Bishkek, which took place in 2015, only underscores the importance of the university
for the United States. (States News Service 2015). In his speech, Kerry emphasized the U.S.
funding for the AUCA. He said that he was proud that his country already invested 30 million
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dollars in the AUCA and expressed his belief that the money flow will continue. He insisted on
the importance of democratic development, saying that education is a way to more democracy.
(Washington Newsmaker 2015).

The U.S. Financial Aid to Kyrgyzstan

Speaking in general terms, the U.S. can be considered as one of the main financial donors
of Kyrgyzstan. The U.S. financial aid to Kyrgyzstan in the period from the FY 1992 to the FY
2008 was around 953 million dollars, which put Kyrgyzstan in the third place among the former
Soviet Union republics. Furthermore, in the FY 2009, the money flow from the U.S. to
Kyrgyzstan was around 58 million dollars, while in the FY 2010, it was 53 million dollars in
2010.
In 2011, the financial aid was 46.9 million dollars, slightly less than earlier but still more
than to many other countries in the region. In addition, the U.S. government provided 13 million
dollars in 2010 for agricultural purposes. (Nichols 2013, 7-8). The total aid received from the
U.S. since independence has been about 1.5 billion dollars. The total development assistance as
part of the development program (USAID) in 2016 was about 50 million dollars. (Embassy of
Kyrgyz Republic in US 2016)
The U.S. has from the beginning expressed its interest in Kyrgyzstan's democratization.
Since 1991, Kyrgyzstan has moved in a positive direction compared to its Central Asian
neighbors. The 2010 parliamentary elections were held under democratic principles and United
States have had a big role in it. The democracy assistance programs were important in this
respect. In addition, a lot of money has been spent to promote independent media, open
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education, and political participation. The U.S. supported NGOs have also been very active in
Kyrgyzstan, including such organizations as the National Endowment for Democracy, the
Freedom House, and the Open Society foundation.
According to the Freedom House, Kyrgyzstan is the only partially free country in Central
Asia. Despite such extensive financial involvement of the U.S. in the Kyrgyz domestic affairs (or
perhaps because of it), the 2012 poll conducted by the Republican International Institute showed
that over 60 percent of the Kyrgyz population believed that the U.S. actually harmed Kyrgyzstan
and around 40 percent said that the U.S. was a threat. At the same time, about 96 percent of the
participants saw Russia as a trusted political partner. Such negative views toward the U.S. by the
citizens of Kyrgyzstan may in part be caused by the crimes committed by the U.S. soldiers
during the military presence in the country. (Marat 2013, 3, 5,7-8)

The Case of Azimjan Askarov and the Worsening of the Kyrgyz-U.S. Relations

In recent times, bilateral relations between the two countries have worsened. In July
2015, the Kyrgyzstan officially renounced the 1993 agreement of cooperation with the U.S. This
took place after the decision to grant a prestigious U.S. award to the Uzbek activist Azimjan
Askarov who was sentenced to life imprisonment for the crimes committed during the 2010
rebellion in southern Kyrgyzstan. Kyrgyzstan called this U.S. decision a provocation because it
could incite a separatist mood among the Kyrgyz and Uzbek people. (States News Service 2015)
In June 2010, Askarov and a group of his followers blocked the main road from Bishkek
to Osh (these are two largest cities of Kyrgyzstan). In order to clear the barriers, the Kyrgyz
government sent 16 police officers. One of the police officers was beaten to death and, according
to witnesses, Azimjan Askarov gave the go ahead. He was also found guilty of inciting ethnic
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clashes between the Uzbek and Kyrgyz people, the murders and taking of the hostages. His arrest
was met with criticism by the U.S. and the European Union and today his case is the main reason
of the worsening in the Kyrgyz-U.S. relations. (Gezitter 2015)
According to the Amnesty International, Azimjan Askarov is the prisoner of conscience
who is imprisoned for political reasons. The Amnesty International also described the court
proceedings against Askarov as unfair and stated that his conviction directly related to his
activism (Amnesty International 2010). Considering that these claims also found support within
the Obama administration, the Kyrgyz president Almazbek Atambaev canceled his official visit
to the U.S. in August 2015. He also did not attend the meeting of the U.N. General Assembly in
New York City. (Gezitter 2015) After this, the relations between the two countries worsened
considerably and this trend continues to this day.
Most recently, in October 2016, the government of Kyrgyzstan accused the U.S. and the
U.K. of providing the false alerts for terrorist attacks on the territory of Kyrgyzstan. Earlier that
month, the Embassies of the U.S. and the U.K. spread the information of possible terrorist
attacks in Kyrgyzstan without consulting with the Kyrgyz governmental organs. According to
the Kyrgyz president’s press secretary, such actions may lead to the political destabilization of
the country. According to independent experts, Kyrgyzstan has lately become the focus of the
U.S. attention and these embassy actions may be a mechanism for applying the pressure on the
current government to align itself more closely with the U.S. interests in the region. (Rusvesna
news 2016)
Despite the current political crisis between the two countries, during the two and a half
decades since the declaration of the Kyrgyz independence, the relations have been generally
positive. Many U.S. government officials visited Kyrgyzstan and the Kyrgyz highest authorities
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visited Washington. In December 2010, the former U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton
visited Kyrgyzstan as part of her business trip in the region. At the same time, the former
president of Kyrgyzstan Roza Otunbayeva visited the United States in 2010 and 2011. In
addition, only in the second half of 2010, 15 various U.S. delegations visited Kyrgyzstan.
Moreover, in 2012, the Parliament of the Kyrgyz Republic, which is also called the
“Jogorku Kenesh”, became the part of the “Partnership for Democracy” Commission of the U.S
House of Representatives. Under this partnership, in the 2012-2015 period, several members of
the Kyrgyz parliament visited the U.S. in order to further parliamentary cooperation and
exchange of view and ideas. The speaker of the Kyrgyz Parliament visited the U.S. in September
2012 to meet with the leaders of the U.S. Congress in Washington, DC and various NGO
representatives in New York City. In the same time period, four U.S. Congressmen visited
Kyrgyzstan. The Annual Bilateral Consultations as the permanent forum for political dialogue
between Kyrgyzstan and the U.S. were also established. The last meeting was held in April 2015
in Washington, DC (Kyrgyz Embassy in the US 2016). There are currently no plans to hold any
meetings in the near future.

Chapter 4
Relations between Kyrgyzstan and the Neighboring States

China-Kyrgyzstan Relations

Today, the increasing economic power of China is an important factor in the world and
especially so for its neighboring states, such as Kyrgyzstan. China has the biggest population in
the world, which is estimated at 1,373,541,278 people as of July 2016. (World Fact Books 2016)
In addition to being one of the world's fastest growing economies, it is also a state with nuclear
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weapons. It has a veto power in the U.N. Security Council just like the U.S., Russia, France, and
the U.K., which gives it an exceptional significance in global politics. The military potential of
China and its defense spending are among the highest in the world. In 2012, China spent 106.4
billion dollars on defense and became the second country in the world (after the U.S.) in terms of
defense spending.
The China-Kyrgyzstan relations are shaped by the fact that Kyrgyzstan is much smaller
and weaker, but, just as in the case of the Russia-Kyrgyzstan relations, Kyrgyzstan plays an
important role for the Chinese national and economic interests in the region. Nowadays, the two
countries are cooperating quite extensively in the sphere of economics and security. Both
countries are the members of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization. Kyrgyzstan is also
important to China because of its hydropower energy potential and gold and other metal and
mineral resources. Kyrgyzstan also serves as a transit zone for the Chinese project of the New
Silk Road, which is intended to connect the markets of South East Asia and Europe. In other
words, just like in its relations with the U.S. and Russia, the geographic location of Kyrgyzstan
determines the importance of the role it plays in the long-term Chinese geopolitical and geoeconomic thinking.
Kyrgyzstan is also an important partner for China in national security matters. It shares a
border with China and, most importantly, with China’s Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region,
which is known for its problematic relations with the Chinese government. Uighurs are the
Muslim minority in China and, for several years, there have been many ethnic clashes between
the Han and Uighur people in Xinjiang. Kyrgyzstan has over 35,000 Uighurs living in the
country, while their total number in other Central Asia countries is about 500,000 people.
Therefore, it is an imperative for China to maintain close-knit security relations with Kyrgyzstan
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and the rest of Central Asian states in order to prevent the potential organization of the Uighurdirected large-scale anti-Chinese activities. Moreover, any political instability in Kyrgyzstan
worries China, because it might have a direct negative security impact on China’s Xinjiang
region. For this reason, it is in China’s vital interest to provide security and other assistance to
Kyrgyzstan and help keep it stable and prosperous.
In addition, the Central Asian countries are the leading consumers of Chinese products,
and so having a close economic relationship with them is important to the Chinese. Kyrgyzstan is
actually on the top of this list. (Omuralieva 2014, 1-2, 9-10, 47-49) According to the Kyrgyz
government, bilateral trade cooperation between the two countries exceeded 1 billion dollar in
2015 (Akipress Central Asian News Service 2016). In October 2016, the 12th annual meeting of
the Kyrgyz-Chinese intergovernmental commission for economic and commercial cooperation
was held in the capital city of Bishkek to discuss the launch of the Bishkek-Torugart-Urumqi and
the Osh-Irkeshtam-Urumqi routes. These transit pathways will no doubt further cement the
economic cooperation between the countries. (Akipress Central Asian News 2016)
A few years earlier, in December 2013, another important economic agreement was made
between China and Kyrgyzstan, when the president of Kyrgyzstan Almazbek Atambayev signed
the Chinese pipeline deal into law. It was an agreement on the construction of a natural gas
pipeline in Kyrgyzstan expected to connect another Central Asian country Turkmenistan's gas
fields with the markets in China. The deal was initially signed, when the Chinese president Xi
Jinping visited Kyrgyzstan in September 2013. The deal included the delivery of Chinese trucks
and cars to Kyrgyzstan, the reconstruction of the heating system of Kyrgyzstan, the cooperation
in health care, the construction of new highways to connect the two countries as well as a 10
million dollars loan to Kyrgyzstan. The overall Chinese investment in the deal amounted to 3
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billion dollars. Such financial commitment of China underscores the seriousness of China’s
government to have Kyrgyzstan as a close partner in the region. (Radio Free Europe 2013)
The China’s role within the framework of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization is very
significant for the Eurasian region as a whole. China was the main actor and initiator behind the
creation of the organization in 2001, when the former "Shanghai Five" was replaced with the
Shanghai Cooperation Organization, which brought together China, Russia, Kyrgyzstan,
Kazakhstan, and Tajikistan. The role of the SCO went beyond security cooperation, when the
Chinese government proposed economic integration projects, such as the SCO tree trade zone in
2003. In 2010, it also submitted the proposal of 10 billion dollars for the SCO development bank.
In 2014, at the SCO summit in Tajikistan, China suggested the establishment of a security
challenge and threat response centers, which would also focus on cyber terrorism and commit to
fighting extremism. The SCO member nations also help China maintain its border security and
suppress the Uighur threat in the Xinjiang region. (Grieger 2015, 2-4)
Today, the SCO is seen as an example of the unified diversity in action with two
powerful countries, such as China and Russia, cooperating closely in many fields having to do
with the Eurasian security and economic matters. Some scholars believe that the political
motivation behind the creation of this organization was the hostility of the U.S. and NATO,
which essentially forced China and Russia to draw closer. In the case of China, the SCO is
important to maintain stability and keep regional peace. It is also offers oppotunities for China to
keep the Western influence away from the region, especially at this stage of the Chinese
economic development. (Qadir 2016, 121-123)
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Iran-Central Asia/Kyrgyzstan Relations

The Islamic Republic of Iran has also been an important geopolitical presence in Central
Asia for decades. However, its influence and involvement of in the region is not as extensive as
that of China, Russia, and the U.S. Iran has followed the middle-of-the road policies regarding
Central Asia in recent years, especially by cooperating with states such as Kazakhstan and
Azerbaijan in relation to the Caspian Sea. Iran's Caspian policies are based on two principles:
first, to maintain good relations with Azerbaijan and Russia, and, secondly, to assist Kazakhstan
militarily as that state has very a weak military.
It is also important to consider the power of Iran in terms of its religious influence,
because the Iranian model of Islam has gained popularity in some of the Central Asian countries.
The Central Asian countries are mostly Sunni except Tajikistan which has the majority Shiite
population. However, this does not lessen Iran's influence, because the Islamic models in most of
the Central Asian countries have been borrowed from Iran. (Сидоров 2007, 21) Such factors
make Iran a powerful influence in the region.
One of the goals of Iran in the region is to prevent the power dominance of the U.S. This
is why Iran strenuously opposes the Trans-Eurasian security system oriented in the U.S. Iran is
behaving as a confident regional power in the Middle East competing with the Gulf countries
and Turkey. This is made possible by the fact that Iran has the largest oil reserves in the world
with the main buyers being Japan, South Korea, China, India, Germany and Italy.
When it comes to Central Asia as a region, the goal of Iran is to emphasize the common
cultural and historical heritage. In regards to Russia and China, Iran pursues a policy of
friendship and cooperation. In 2007, Iran organized a summit in Tehran with the attendance of
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Kazakhstan, Russia, Turkmenistan, and Azerbaijan which are also sometimes described as the
Caspian States. During the summit, Iran declared that the strategic priority of these countries
should be the establishment of a regional power block based on common interests and cultural
commonalities.
The transit potential of Iran is also important for the Central Asian countries. Here we see
a mutual benefit for both sides. The geostrategic location of Iran makes it “a connecting bridge
between East and West." The shipping zones and routes and the air and land routes, which pass
through Iran, make the Central Asian markets closer to the Persian Gulf and Europe. Due to the
current conflicts in the Middle East, the economic potential of all of this has not been fully
tapped (Gubaidullina 2014, 73-76).
Regarding the Iran-Kyrgyzstan relations, in February 2013, the president of Kyrgyzstan
Atambaev in a meeting with the Iranian ambassador Ali Najafi stressed the Kyrgyz willingness
and enthusiasm for further cooperation in various fields. The two countries have greatly
expanded their bilateral ties in recent years. In 2012, the Iranian vice-president Mohammed Reza
Rahimi called on his country and Kyrgyzstan to work together on increasing trade and investing
in energy infrastructure. (Kabar news 2013)
Turkey-Kyrgyzstan Relations

On December 16, 1991, Turkey was the first country that recognized the independence of
Kyrgyzstan and, starting on January 29, 1992, the official diplomatic relations between the
countries began. During the same, the respective diplomatic missions in the two countries were
opened. At this time, strategic relationship between Turkey and Kyrgyzstan is rapidly expanding.
Around 200 official documents have been signed so far in the spheres of education, culture,
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economic and trade cooperation, military, transportation, and other fields. Especially important
in this respect are two political documents. The first one is an agreement on eternal friendship
and cooperation between Turkey and Kyrgyzstan signed on October 24, 1997 and the second one
is the mutual declaration of two countries' heads of state on working “together in 21th century”,
which was signed on July 1, 1999.
The relations with Kyrgyzstan represent the crucial component of Turkey's foreign
policy, since the geographic location of Kyrgyzstan allows Turkey to maintain close relations
with the Turkic world, which includes most of the Central Asian countries. Their aim is also to
support Turkey’s predominant role among the Turkic speaking countries. In addition, Turkey and
Kyrgyzstan have also expanded their political ties in the U. N. Security Council, where they
supported each other in voting for various resolutions. Moreover, Kyrgyzstan takes an active role
in different regional meetings and conferences initiated by Turkey on annual basis.
There have also been many visits at the highest level between the two countries' leaders
in recent years. The president of Kyrgyzstan Atambaev made his first official visit as president to
Turkey in January 11-15, 2012. The former president of Turkey Abdullah Gul has visited
Kyrgyzstan in the August of the same year to attend the summit of the Cooperation Council of
Turkic states. The initiative of Kyrgyzstan to create a Turkic fund and the university of the
Turkic people was the main priority of the summit. On June 18, 2013, the president Atambaev
visited the capital of Turkey, Ankara, to meet with the former president Abdullah Gul and
discuss the further cooperation of the two countries. The last visit of the Turkish prime minister
to Kyrgyzstan took place in April, 2013 (Дегер 2016, 198-199).
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The active political cooperation of Turkey with Kyrgyzstan and with all the other Central
Asian countries has been strongly supported by the West, especially by the U.S. in order to
decrease the influence of Iran, China, and Russia in the region. The military support of Turkey to
Central Asia with the aid from the NATO member states seriously declined in recent years as the
region became heavily dependent on Russia again. The U.S. initially saw Turkey as a country
that could use its influence to shift the Central Asian countries, including Kyrgyzstan, toward
NATO. However, this policy was not successful. There is still some military cooperation going
on under the NATO program called the “Partnership for Peace," but this is far from what was
intended in the 1990s. (Овсепян 2010, 95)
In addition, there has been some specific military-to-military cooperation between
Turkey and Kyrgyzstan. On May 26, 2009, the former president of Kyrgyzstan Kurmanbek
Bakiyev and the former president of Turkey Abdullah Gul signed a declaration on military
cooperation and fighting international terrorism. In 2013, this cooperation has been expanded.
In general, since the Kyrgyz independence, Turkey has provided a great deal of military
aid to Kyrgyzstan in order to strengthen its military capabilities and infrastructure. Peace in
Central Asia is as important to Turkey as it is to Russia or China. It is clear that Turkey perceives
Kyrgyzstan and the rest of Central Asia as the zone of its interests, considering that they are
similar in many cultural and linguistic aspects. Kyrgyzstan is one of the weakest states in the
region and it relies on all types of military support from different countries. Here Turkey is no
exception. However, the military presence of Russia in the country and its military support of
Kyrgyzstan have at this time far more influence. (Кудаяров 2015, 103-105)
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The positive relations of the two countries suffered a crisis in July 2016, after the
unsuccessful military coup in Turkey. The Turkish government accused the prominent religious
leader Fethullah Gullen for organizing the coup. Gullen has been in exile in the U.S. since the
late 1990s. The educational institutions under his control are well-known all around the world
and they operate successfully in Kyrgyzstan as well. A few days after the coup, the Foreign
Minister of Turkey Mevlut Chavushoglu called on the Kyrgyz government to shut down all the
Gullen’s schools operating in Kyrgyzstan. He stated that the "gangs of Fethullah Gullen" have
too much power in Kyrgyzstan and that they need to arrested and the schools closed down. He
added, referring to the government of Kyrgyzstan, "if you didn’t change your relations to them,
we are going to change our relations to you." Such extreme statements by the Turkish foreign
minister were met with criticism from the Kyrgyz officials who stated that Kyrgyzstan as a
sovereign country has the right to do what it wishes on its territory. (24 KG News 2016) It is
unclear at this time whether the situation will normalize or escalate.
European Union-Kyrgyzstan Relations

The political relations between Kyrgyzstan and the EU started right after the declaration
of independence from the Soviet Union. The bilateral relations between the two sides have been
codified in the agreement called the “Partnership and Cooperation Agreement” signed in 1999.
Kyrgyzstan is also a member of the EU Central Asia Strategy for a New Partnership, which
focuses on the whole region. The strategy was proposed by the European Council in 2007 and its
aim is to provide the EU with a political framework in its relations with the Central Asian
countries. The strategy focuses extensively on the areas of human rights and the rule of law and
provides a substantial financial support for the establishment of an independent judiciary.
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In addition, the EU Development Cooperation Instrument serves as the body that
provides necessary technical and financial support to Kyrgyzstan. Moreover, the EU provides
assistance to the country through various other programs. One of the main areas of focus for
these programs is the democratic development and good governance within Kyrgyzstan. This
usually includes promoting social dialogue, the organizations of civil society, democratic
processes within the political system, the rule of law, and judicial reforms (European Partnership
for Democracy 2016). In the time period from 2007 to 2010, the EU provided 55 million euros to
Kyrgyzstan as a part of its national level programs. In the 2011-2013 period, this amount
slightly decreased to 51.9 million euros. (EU-Central Asia rule of platform)
In 2015, the president of Kyrgyzstan Atambaev was on an official visit to the EU and
met the European Council president Donald Tusk and European Commission president JeanClaude Junker in Brussels, Belgium. In these meetings, Atambaev emphasized Kyrgyzstan’s
clear path to democratic development from 2010. He argued that the country demonstrated
positive developments in various areas, especially in the area of human rights, in which the
government adopted wide-ranging reforms and created a national torture prevention mechanism.
In the meeting with the Human Rights Watch representatives in 2015, the Kyrgyz government
have shown their openness and commitment to discuss and resolve any issues dealing human
rights in the country.
In 2014, Kyrgyzstan became the first country in Central Asia to gain a special
“Partnership for Democracy” status with the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe.
In addition, in recent years, the EU officials praised the Kyrgyz government’s leadership for
making wide strides on the path to democracy. (Williamson 2015)
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July 14, 2016 marked an important date in the bilateral Kyrgyzstan-EU relations, since
that was the date when the German chancellor Angela Merkel made her first official visit to
Kyrgyzstan, which led to strengthening the economic ties between the two sides.
At the joint press conference, the president Atambaev thanked Merkel for her visit and
stressed the importance of having relations with Germany and the eU at the highest level. The
president also praised the ethnic Germans of Kyrgyzstan for their contribution to the economic
development of the country and to the reality of a flourishing, multicultural society. Regarding
the global issues of the day, Atambaev called for normalizing relations between Europe and
Russia and said that the current crisis affects Kyrgyzstan in many negative ways. On her part,
Merkel praised the country’s commitment to democratic development and stated that the 2010
parliamentary elections were a very positive start. She also pledged substantial EU and German
investments in the country’s economy and civil society. (Аппарат президента Кыргызстана
2016) In addition, both sides agreed to extend their cooperation in various fields and strengthen
the bilateral ties between Kyrgyzstan and the EU. (Trend News Agency 2016)
Overall, the relations between Kyrgyzstan and the EU have been continually expending
in recent years. For instance, in April 2016, Kyrgyzstan was granted the "GSP+" status from the
EU, which allows “Made in Kyrgyzstan” products to enter the EU markets free of duties and
tariffs. Only 16 other countries in the world have been granted this status. It provides many
advantages for the EU manufacturers and investors to produce their products in Kyrgyzstan and
export them to the EU.
Kyrgyzstan has over the years built up a friendly business climate for the EU investors. It
has very liberal economic legislation, the lowest tax system in the region, and allows the
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complete freedom of capital movement. It is to be hoped that these factors will lead to even more
mutually beneficial economic cooperation with the EU and the West in general. (The Embassy of
Kyrgyzstan in US 2016)
Chapter 5
What Will the Future Bring?

The Future of the Eurasian Economic Union (EEU)

At this time, the establishment of various political and economic alliances is one of the
top tendencies in world politics. In Eurasia as well, the integrative processes are picking up the
steam. The driving force of Eurasian integration is the ideology of Eurasianism embodied in the
Eurasian Economic Union of the five former Soviet Union republics - Russia, Belarus,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Armenia.
On June 17, 2016, the President of Russian Federation Vladimir Putin stated at the SaintPetersburg International Economic Forum that the EEU had to admit new members into the
organization and increase the political and economic potential of the union. As the key driving
force of the EEU, Putin emphasized the importance of accepting countries like China, India,
Pakistan and Iran. It is clear that if this comes to pass, a gigantic economic and political bloc will
be created in Eurasia. Still, the question mark remains as to whether the EEU (and Putin) will be
able to actualize these ambitions in the near future.
In order to examine the EEU’s future perspective, it is essential to look at the previous
EEU meetings and negotiations, which took place in recent months and years. On May 31, 2016,
the summit of the EEU was held in Astana, Kazakhstan, where the member countries discussed
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the EEU's potential problems and economic challenges. Russia’s economic crisis (caused by the
EU and the U.S. sanctions) was understandably at the top of the list. The crisis in Russia directly
affects all EEU member countries as Russia is the leading economic and political actor within
the union. Due to the decline of the Russian economy, the mutual trade turnover between the
member countries fell by 25 percent in 2015. Therefore, it is crucial for the further development
of the EEU that Russia finds a way to stabilize its economy and make it grow again. (Первый
Канал 2016). Without the positive economic situation in Russia coupled with political stability,
the prospects of the EEU will be bleak.
Another important issue that needs to be examined is to what extent the existing EEU
internal set-up guarantees mutually profitable relations among the member states. Despite the
proclamations of unity, there are still barriers between the countries when it comes to mutual
trade. There have been the so-called trade wars between Russia and Belarus and between
Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. This largely happens due to the different interests of their producers
and manufacturers which press on the governments to impose restrictions and tariffs on trade.
However, at the last few meetings of the EEU, one could discern the palpable spirit of
compromise as the member states proved willing to work to resolve their trade disputes.
The future of the EEU is also depends on the relations of the member states with the
countries outside the union. If some member states shift their geopolitical and geo-economic
direction toward the West, this may harm the growth of the EEU. For this reason, it is essential
for the member state to trust and keep their loyalty to each other.
At this point, Belarus plays a crucial role within the EEU, because the model of Belarus’s
internal economic policies and its linkages with Russia was used by the EEU in order to establish
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the union institutions and policies. Recent Belarus economic and political negotiations with
Ukraine are a positive signal for all EEU members and especially for Russia. The positions of
Russia and Belarus are different when it comes to the Ukrainian crisis. Belarus has tried to play
the mediating role between Russia and Ukraine and has garnered some success. At the same
time, if we look at Russia’s foreign policy in terms of Eurasianism, we may speculate that
Russia might be using Belarus to bring Ukraine closer to the EEU and away from the EU and the
U.S. However, while the current political administration is in power in Kyiv, it is difficult to
imagine that Ukraine would want more extensive integration with the EEU.
The role of the Kyrgyzstan in the EEU is also important

for the union's future

development. Clearly, Kyrgyzstan is not as economically important for the EEU as much Russia,
Kazakhstan, or Belarus. However, the geostrategic location of the country is the key factor of its
significance. Kyrgyzstan is a small state that can act as a bridge between Russia, China and the
EEU. It is in its vital national interest to assist and enable economic cooperation in Central Asia
and push for the strengthening of the union. In such a scenario, it is in the interest of Russia to
keep helping Kyrgyzstan financially and militarily and assure its sphere of influence there.

The EEU Relations with China

In spite of the above mentioned unresolved issues within the EEU and the occasionally
differing economic interests of the countries involved, the future of the EEU seems more positive
than negative. It seems to me that a close cooperation of the EEU with China is one of the most
important priorities for the future. All its member states have shown a great deal of interest in the
creation of the so-called “Integration Bridge” between the EEU and China under the Chinese
initiative of the new economic Silk Road. The realization of such a massive project would
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increase and strengthen economic links among all the countries which already involved together
in the Shanghai Cooperation Organizations. If such integration does take place, it will turn the
EEU into a global economic powerhouse and lead to the economic growth of the kind that
Central Asia has never seen in its history.
China is not the only country that has expressed the interest of becoming the EEU's
partner. In the last few years, around 40 countries from all over the globe have expressed their
interest in cooperating with the EEU. This is very definitely promising for the growth of the
union. Vietnam has already signed a free trade agreement with the EEU and, at this time, the
same agreement is being negotiated with Serbia as well (Karanovic and Nikolic 2016). It
appears that Serbia will sign the agreement very soon, considering the historical, cultural, and
religious ties with Russia.
One of the paths that might also of value for the EEU’s future growth is cooperation with
the European Union. It is important to mention that the president of Kazakhstan Nursultan
Nazarbayev proposed such initiative in 2016. Today, there is some speculation that by the end of
the 2016, the delegations of the two unions are going to meet at the discussion table to discuss
potential joint projects. The visit of the head of the European Commission Jean-Claude Junker to
the Saint-Petersburg International Economic Forum in 2016 is believed by many scholars to be
the first step in this direction.
However, it seems to me that much work still lies ahead because the EU has shown to be
hostile to Russia by imposing economic sanctions. No close cooperation can be expected until
the sanctions are lifted. In addition, the political model that the EU promotes is based on liberal
democratic principles and these are not the principles that rule the day in Eurasia. The recent
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enmity between the U.S./NATO and Russia also represents a barrier to cooperation. (Russia
Today 2016)
In general, if we look at the actual figures, the future growth potential of the EEU is
tremendous. In 2014, the total EEU GDP was 2.2 trillion dollars. Industrial production during the
same year was worth 1.3 trillion dollars. The EEU foreign trade in goods with the third countries
in 2014 was 877.6 billion dollars, which is 3.7 percent of the world exports and 2.3 percent of the
world imports. (Eurasian Economic Union 2016)
The Future of the U.S.-Kyrgyzstan Relations

In Chapter 4, I have stated that bilateral relations between the United States and
Kyrgyzstan have worsened in recent years, especially after the Kyrgyz government renounced
the 1993 bilateral agreement. However, it has to be understood that even the cancelation of this
agreement does not shut down completely the relations between the two countries. I think that
the U.S. will keep trying to have positive relations with Kyrgyzstan again. From my point of
view, future cooperation will take in the sphere of democratic development, as it has been the
case in the last few years. The U.S. has played a significant role in promoting democracy and the
rule of law in Kyrgyzstan and has provided substantial amounts of financial aid since the time of
its independence.
However, the close partnership of the current president Atambaev with Russia and his
commitment to the ideology of Eurasianism lessen greatly the present U.S. influence in
Kyrgyzstan. Kyrgyzstan today is in the field of rivalry between these two great powers, and the
overall quality of the US-Russia relations will be reflected on the ground.
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In my opinion, it is in the best interest of Kyrgyzstan to normalize relations with such an
important global power such as the U.S., while, at the same time, having the blessing of
Moscow, because of its massive economic and military presence in the country. The loss of a
financial donor such as the U.S. would not be a good news for Kyrgyzstan despite its economic
integration with the EEU countries.
The most important question here is whether Kyrgyzstan is going to be able to find a
balance in its foreign policy in regards to the U.S. and Russia. Finding the right course on this
issue will determine the future of the country. As a citizen of Kyrgyzstan, it is important for me
that Kyrgyzstan maintain good relations with the U.S. and do not fall under the complete
domination by Russia. It is always better to have two Great Powers as friends rather than only
one. In my opinion, the U.S. should follow its “Strategy of Big Central Asia” developed by
Frederic Stardom in 2005, where democratic development and the rule of law are seen as the key
foreign policy objectives. (Жильцов 2015)
The most recent developments between the two countries show a willingness to improve
their bilateral relations. In February 2016, the officials of Kyrgyzstan and the U.S. started
negotiating a new cooperation agreement. The speaker of the Kyrgyz Parliament Asylbek
Jeenbekov and the U.S. ambassador to Kyrgyzstan Sheila Gwaltney discussed cooperation and
both sides expressed their desire for the improvement of relations. (24 Kyrgyzstan News 2016)
On October 26, 2016, the meeting of the Kyrgyz deputy minister of foreign affairs Emil Kaykiev
met with the U.S. deputy secretary of state for political affairs Thomas Shannon. They talked
about the perspectives for strengthening the two countries' bilateral ties. (Kyrtag Kyrgyzstan
News 2016) In terms of the U.S. long-term Eurasian Agenda as expressed by Zbigniew
Brzezinski in the late 1990s, it is doubtful whether the U.S. has enough power and influence to
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stop or even slow the Kyrgyz government on its path of Eurasian integrations and tighter
political and economic links with Russia.
The Future of the Russia-Kyrgyzstan Relations

It is clear that bilateral ties between Russia and Kyrgyzstan are affirmed and greatly
strengthened by the process of the Eurasian integration. In many different fields, the Russian
influence has been palpable even after the Kyrgyz independence. There has been much too much
history lived together for the ties to break up quickly. This is why no other Great Power, neither
the U.S. nor China, no matter how hard they try, cannot have as great of an impact on
Kyrgyzstan as Russia does.
The close ties of Kyrgyzstan and Russia are underscored not only by the EEU, but also
by the Collective Security Treaty Organization, the Commonwealth of Independent States, and
the Shanghai Cooperation Organization. The military cooperation of the two countries represents
the core of the bilateral ties. In my opinion, having the military support of Russia is crucial for
the political stability in Kyrgyzstan. (Russian Embassy in Kyrgyz Republic 2016) The closing of
the Russian military base in Kyrgyzstan would cause dangerous national security problems,
because Kyrgyzstan is a relatively weak country in the region where religious extremism and
fundamentalism are increasing exponentially every year. It is in the interest of both countries that
Kyrgyzstan is safe and at peace, because its potential political and social instability would affect
the wellbeing of the EEU and the Russian geopolitical and geo-economic plans.
In the last couple of months of this year, the two countries signed several important
agreements. On November 2, 2016, they began official coordination in the fields of information
technology and telecommunications. These and other future agreements were discussed in
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Moscow during the meeting of the head of the Kyrgyz committee for information technology and
the Russian minister of mass communications. The Russian deputy minister of communications
Alexey Kozyrev expressed his willingness to exchange experiences with the Kyrgyz side and
hoped for even more extensive cooperation in the future. (Azzatyk News 2016)
In October 2016, Kyrgyzstan opened its trade mission in Moscow alongside the trade
missions of the other EEU member states. It is expected that this will lead to the increase of the
trade turnover within the EEU. According to the head of Eurasian Business Union, Viktor
Kambolov, the opening of trade missions in Moscow will raise the turnover between the
members of the EEU by at least 30 percent. (Knews 2016)
In addition, the relations between the two countries' leaders, the Russian president Putin
and the Kyrgyz president Atambaev have also been warm and friendly. In September 2016, Putin
awarded Atambaev the Order of Alexander Nevsky. According to Putin, Atambaev was given
this award for the "outstanding impact" on the relations between Russia and Kyrgyzstan.
The ceremony took place during a bilateral meeting in the Kyrgyz capital city of Bishkek.
While presenting the award, Putin remarked on the unique historical role played by Alexander
Nevsky who established relations with the East and the West and "was able to do it in such a way
as to meet the interests of our country." Referring to Atambaev, Putin said - "And for you, as the
person who keeps in his heart the memory of the best pages of our mutual history, this award is
the most suitable reward."(VB News 2016) Therefore, in a symbolic way, Putin emphasized the
legacy of Eurasianism and linked it directly to the present and future relations between Russia
and Kyrgyzstan.
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In general, Kyrgyzstan today is a one of the states that finds itself in the center of a
geostrategic competition among the Great Powers, such as the U.S., Russia, and China. It can be
said that the unique geographic location of Kyrgyzstan in Central Asia gives the country a
special role in the wider Eurasian region. In other words, the role of Kyrgyzstan as a component
of the Heartland conceptualized by the British geographer Halford Mackinder appears to be
correct. The significant amount of interest in Kyrgyzstan expressed by both the U.S. and Russia
since Kyrgyzstan gained its independence in 1991 is the proof of that. Throughout this period,
the citizens of Kyrgyzstan have seen both direct and indirect involvement of these two countries
in the Kyrgyz internal and external affairs. The relatively weak military and internal economic
system plus the frequent periods of political instability have placed the country in a dependent
position toward the Great Powers. In addition to the U.S. and Russian, in this respect, it is also
important to mention China and its economic expansionism.
Despite the 2010 constitutional referendum of Kyrgyzstan, which brought some positive
features along the democratic path, Kyrgyzstan today is still a country that is not fully
democratic. The academic terms that best describe the current political system in Kyrgyzstan are
'managed democracy' and 'weak autocracy.' The political scene in the country today is
fragmented and the political elites are divided. This contributes to the overall instability and no
wonder that the country remains so dependent on the outside support and resources.
Historically, Kyrgyzstan has gone through many difficult times, starting with the Middle
Ages and the Mongol conquests all the way down to the periods of the Russian Empire and the
Soviet Union. The Kyrgyz people have been subjected to occupation and murder. At times, they
were forced to flee to China and some other places in Central Asia.
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Despite the authoritarian Soviet rule and the occasional policies of Russification, the
post-WWII period was one of the great deal of growth and development in Kyrgyzstan. The
Soviet government played a crucial role in modernizing the economic and social life. Under the
framework of Eurasianism, Russia continues to play such a great influence not only in
Kyrgyzstan but also in Central Asia in general. The reflections of Eurasianist policies can be
seen in the way the current president Atambaev has positioned Kyrgyzstan in international
affairs. He is pushing for rapid Eurasian economic integration and is moving the country even
closer to Moscow and away from Washington, DC.
As I have pointed out earlier, Eurasianism as an ideological framework is driving the
current Russia’s foreign policy. The Eurasian ideas of Nikolay Trubetskoy and others formulated
in the 1920s postulated the existence of a closed and self-contained space with a name RussiaEurasia, believed to be a unique civilization. These ideas include the rejection of Western liberal
ideas and culture. Instead, Eurasianism combines the cultural norms and values of the peoples
living in Central Asia, both Christian and Muslim. In its newer incarnations, in the activities of
the philosopher Alexander Dugin, for instance, Eurasianism emphasizes the integration of
Central Asian states under a strong, benevolent Russian authority. It is seen as the only way for
these countries to resist the encroachments of global liberal capitalism. The Eurasianists also
frequently point out what they see as the intrinsic hostility of the West which today is
exemplified by the economic sanctions against Russia by the U.S. and the EU.
On the institutional level, the Eurasian agenda is being manifested by the formation of
various trans-national organizations in the region, such as the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization, the Collective Security Treaty Organization, the Customs Union, and the Eurasian
Economic Union. In this respect, the alliance with China is crucial. Moreover, as I have shown,
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these organizations have a great growth potential and have already negotiated agreements with
Iran, India, Pakistan, Iran, Vietnam, Serbia, and others.
On the other hand, the U.S. has been another significant geopolitical actor which for
many years projected its power and influence in Central Asia. The U.S. has financially supported
Kyrgyzstan since its independence by providing more than 1 billion dollars in aid. However, this
was not enough to neutralize the Russian influence. The fact that the U.S. had to evacuate its
military base in Kyrgyzstan in 2014 led to the weakening of its position in the country and in the
region as a whole. The U.S. programs geared to liberalizing the Kyrgyz political scene also
failed. Most recently, Kyrgyzstan renounced the 1993 bilateral agreement with the U.S. This is
yet another sign of the Kyrgyz more closely cooperating with the Russians. The relationship
between the Kyrgyz president Atambaev and the Russian president Putin has also become
particularly friendly.
The rise of Russia’s leadership under the Eurasianist framework and the expansion of the
Eurasian Economic Union with the membership of Kyrgyzstan and other Central Asian countries
show the tremendous growth of the Russian power in the region. The EEU members had 2.2
trillion dollars in the combined GDP in 2014 and the Union’s foreign trade in goods with third
countries in 2014 was 877 billion dollars. The EEU is fast becoming the largest economic block
in the world and Kyrgyzstan appears to be firmly anchored within it.
At this point, it is clear that Russia will continue to do all it can to keep the U.S. influence
away from Kyrgyzstan. It will continue to provide the necessary military and intelligence
assistance in order to make sure that Kyrgyzstan is stable. Any political instability or chaos in
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Kyrgyzstan would be a bad news for the Russian leadership in the region and its national security
interests.
All in all, it appears that Russia has had more geopolitical success in Central Asia in
recent years than the U.S. The Russian ability to lead and manage the Eurasian integrations
confirmed that Russia is back on the world stage as a Great Power. Its alliance with China is also
a further threat to the U.S. global geopolitical agenda. So far the Chinese have not
unambiguously sided with the Russians, but this may happen in the future as China's relations
with the U.S. become more and more antagonistic. The strengthening of the Shanghai
Cooperation Organization is the U.S. nightmare.
On a personal note, I think that the geopolitical dynamic in Central Asia will get even
more interesting as years go by. In this thesis, I tried to present an objective and independent
view of the situation without taking sides. I think that the U.S. scholars and people in general
should pay more attention to what is going in Central Asia, including the situation in Kyrgyzstan.
If Eurasia does become the world's largest economic bloc, this will greatly affect their lives. My
hope is that this thesis will a significant contribution to the academic international relations
scholarship on Central Asia and a useful resource for those who research this topic in the future.
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